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Congratulations on making this investment in yourself. Over the next several 
weeks you will receive what you need to transform the way you think and infuse 
your mind with thoughts that will move your life in the direction you want.  

Don't look at this course as just text on a page, audios to listen to and videos to 
watch; it is much more than that. Packaged in this bundle is everything you need 
to become the fullest expression of yourself. A lot of hard work went into this 
course and I take helping you very seriously. 

We are going to start the course by completing The Wheel of Life and a vision 
board. These tools will assess how satisfied you are with your life, and help you 
define a vision for moving forward. Later in this module, we will get into 
awareness and presence, the cornerstones for confidence and living an epic life.  

If you've done a wheel of life and vision board before, do them again. Your life 
satisfaction and goals may have changed.  

Wheel of Life exercise: 

Get a piece of paper and draw the below diagram using the categories that are 
most important to you. If that means your wheel has 10 spokes instead of 8, so be 
it. If it has less, that's fine too. Areas measured may include: friends and family, 
personal growth, career, money, health and of course fun. 

What I like about the Wheel of Life is you can always add or subtract categories. 
For example, you might want to further divide health into fitness and nutrition, 
or add a section for spirituality. 
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With the center of the circle being a 0, rate your level of satisfaction with each life 
area by placing a dot on the correlating spoke. A 10 would mean that you are 
completely satisfied in that area of your life; a 0 would mean complete 
dissatisfaction. After you have assessed each area, connect the dots to create a 
new outer edge (see example below). 

The new perimeter of the circle represents your Wheel of Life. Don't judge the 
shape of your wheel. This exercise is not so you can beat up on yourself for not 
getting 9s and 10s. It is to help you notice what areas of your life need 
improvement. It is simply information for you, about YOU. 

 

My Wheel of Life December 2012 

What the shapes mean 

• Constricted: If you have a constricted wheel (twos and threes) that means 
that you are largely unsatisfied in your life. Reflect on what you need to do 
to increase your satisfaction in each of those areas. Do you need to change 
jobs or start a new career? Is your health all that it could be? Or, do you just 
need a change in perception? 
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• Oblong: If your wheel is oblong in some areas, but constricted in others, 
you are headed in the right direction. Some areas of your life are 
satisfactory, while others are not. For a more balanced life, first increase the 
satisfaction in those areas that are lagging behind. 

• Wide: If your wheel is wide--connecting eights through tens, you are pretty 
satisfied in all areas indicated on the wheel. Should you desire to further 
increase your satisfaction, continue to work on those areas. 

Next: 

Now that you know what areas of your life you are not satisfied with, the next 
step is to increase satisfaction in each of these areas; especially the ones marked 
with twos and threes. 

When setting goals, there are only two questions you need to ask. 

1. Why you want what you are seeking? 

2. What you are going to do to get it? 

The first question is important because it ensures that you are following your 
dreams and not someone else’s. For example, do you want to be a renowned 
doctor because it is really what you want, or are you subconsciously seeking the 
approval of others? Really think about why you want what you want. 

The second question is about action. Continue to ask yourself, what it is that you 
have to do, to get what you want; and then act on the information. Don't fill your 
mind with negative rhetoric like “It’s too hard,” “It's not for me,” or “It doesn't 
matter that much.”  

Don't make excuses for yourself, just do it. There is a difference between not 
knowing what to do and not feeling like doing what you know you need to do. 

If you don't know what to do, ask someone. 

When to redo the exercise 

I would recommend repeating the exercise on a schedule (i.e. every three 
months/once a year). That way, you give yourself enough time to work on and 
then measure those areas in which you desire to increase your satisfaction. 
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